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Innovative automotive solutions

From personal contracts to a fully outsourced
fleet solution and everything in between.
We’ll keep you moving.

Driving fleets forward.
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A team committed to you.
Over 20 year’s experience has taught us a thing or two, not
least that a dedicated, pro-active team supporting each
customer ensures a personal touch.

You’re definitely a name and not a number with us!

We act as your “automotive consultants”, always on hand
to give expert advice when you need it, our unique
approach is designed to put you at the very centre of
everything we do.

20 YEARS
COMBINED
EXPERIENCE

EXCEPTIONAL
CUSTOMER
SERVICE

As a Multileasing customer, you can rest assured that
your dedicated team will personally take care of all your
fleet requirements with a friendly, pro-active and
professional approach.

Driving fleets forward.

DEDICATED
ACCOUNT
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multileasing.co.uk

We’ll keep you moving.

Us tailored to you.
Sometimes running a fleet can be challenging so we’ve
developed a comprehensive range of fleet management
services that can be tailored to fit each individual customer.

Our systems and procedures have been honed over many years,
are designed to be flexible and can be moulded to cater for
even the most demanding of fleets.

If you take a minute to think about the dynamics of your fleet and the
specific aspects that affect you, however large or small, how much of your
time does it absorb?
Arranging foreign travel letters? Supporting your drivers? Booking hire cars?
And many more things besides! Whatever it is, it’s doubtless we’ll have a
solution and, if not, we’ll create a bespoke package just for you – after all, it’s
what we do!
Why not contact us today to find out how we could take the load off you so
you can get on with running the business instead of its fleet.
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Support all the way from industry leading
products & services.
Running a fleet should be simple –
with Multileasing it can be.

With so many aspects to think about - tax efficient vehicles, duty of
care obligations, cost effective vehicle acquisition, driver support where do you start?

We start by looking at what you’re currently doing, enhancing what works
well, streamlining what could work better, offering you options from our
comprehensive portfolio of products and services to create a robust, fit for
purpose structure and, best of all, we do it all for you for free!
Utilizing a combination of industry leading products and services we can offer:
Market evaluation to ensure cost effective vehicle lease acquisition
“e-sign” orders
24/7 all-encompassing maintenance and driver support provision
that bolts to any type of vehicle acquisition means
Licence checking
Our “mini-lease” product
Daily vehicle rental
“PEAKE” our business mileage only collection system
“FleetStreem” our complimentary online management system
To name but a few!
– you could just engineer a fleet structure that runs itself.
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FleetStreem, what is it?
FleetStreem is our online management platform built to be
extremely user friendly that allows you to centralize all your
fleet administration and operations into one place.

A powerful, simple and user friendly online platform,
employing cloud computing technology designed to make
running a fleet simple.

The instant we import a fleet, all aspects of supply chain, driver and
vehicle management start to become easier than manual record
keeping and allow for simplistic interaction with your fleet.
Document management for administration and drivers comes as
part of the package, as does mileage management and vehicle
service management.
Free access to FleetStreem as part of the package – surely it’s time to
contact Multileasing!
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Testimonials.
As a company our overiding objective is to always go that
bit further for our customers than the industry norm, but
don’t take our word for it when our customers say it so
much better.

Our customer service starts here, talk to us about our range of
fleet services today. Call the Multileasing team on 01404 549222
or visit www.multileasing.co.uk to find out more.

Bel UK Ltd

The Metric Group

"Our decision to use Multileasing as sole supplier for our fleet was

"Once Multileasing

based upon a balance of initial presentation for tender, competitive

demonstrated just how much

pricing and good service.”

time and money they could
save us through their industry

Argent Liability Adjusters

expertise, wealth of

“As a natural consequence of significant growth, our fleet operation

knowledge, systems and

had become somewhat fragmented with no coherent policy and,

processes, how could we

maybe more importantly, without a structured approach to cost

ignore such a powerful

control or vehicles deployed within the fleet.”

argument and have given
them sole supply of our

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers

leased fleet."

"When Multileasing quoted for our fleet business we were already
using one of biggest suppliers in the UK fleet market so we needed to
be convinced that making the switch was a risk worth taking."
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Multileasing Ltd
Wessex House, 66 High Street, Honiton, Devon. EX4 PD

Tel:

+44 (0)1404 549 222

Fax:

+44 (0)1404 549 455

Web:

www.multileasing.co.uk

E-mail: sales@multileasing.co.uk
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